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Various topological invariants associated to 2-(v, 3, 2) designs can be used to ascertain the 
structure of the automorphism groups of these designs. The v-set on which the design is 
defined is ~= G or {oo)UZ,, where G is an abelian group. The designs studied are 
generalizations of cyclic designs. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to find the automorphism groups of certain 
2-(v, 3, 2) designs. The proofs of the main results use the concepts developed in 
[3] and [4]. Section 2 contains the relevant notation and terminology from [3] and 
[4]. The designs, with elements from the v-set ~, are assumed to have certain 
natural group actions related to ~. The cases examined in this paper are 
generalizations of cyclic 2-(v, 3, 2) designs. Section 3 examines the case where 
= G is an abelian group. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 give a bound on the order of 
the automorphism group of certain 2-(v, 3, 2) designs on ~ = G; Theorem 3.3 
determines the automorphism groups of some of these designs. Section 4 
examines the case where T '= {~} tO Z,. Theorems 4.10 and 4.13 are the main 
results where the 2-(1), 3, 2) design satisfies additional restrictions. Existence of 
the designs discussed in Section 4 is examined in Section 5. Concluding remarks 
are given in Section 6. 
2. Notation and preliminary results 
A 2-(v, k, 3.) design ~ is a collection of k-element subsets, called blocks, of a 
v-set ~ such that each pair of elements from ~ is in exactly 3. blocks. The.designs 
examined have k = 3, 3. = 2, and ~ = G or {oo} U G, where G is a finite abelian 
group. We impose the following restriction on such 2-(v, 3, 2) designs, denoted 
= ~:  if {vl, v2, v3} e ~,  then {vl + g, 1)2 "q- g, v3 + g} e ~ for all g e G, where 
oo + g = oo. Thus G acts on 9~ in the obvious way. As we allow repeated blocks, if 
B e 9~ is repeated r times, so is every element in the G-orbit containing B and 
that orbit is represented r times. Let G # = G - {0}, 5¢1(G) = {(x, y, z) Ix + y + 
z = 0, x, y, z e G#}, and 5°2(G) = {(a, oo) I a ~ G#}. We construct a subset 9~ of 
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~I(G)USe2(G ), abusing the term subset by allowing repeated objects, by 
identifying in a bijective manner objects of ~ and the G-orbits of ~ as follows. 
For each G-orbit of ~ containing {a, b, c), the corresponding element of ~ is 
B1 = (b - a, c - b, a - c) e 6el(G); for each G-orbit of ~ containing {0% a, b} the 
corresponding element of ~ is B2 = (b -  a, o~)e 5e2(G). There are five other 
equivalent forms that can be used for B1, namely cyclic permutations of B 1 plus 
(a - b, c - a, b - c) and its cyclic permutations. B2 is equivalent to (a - b, ~). Up 
to equivalence, B1 and B2 are independent of the representative of the G-orbit. 
All orbits of ~ have size [GI except when the associated member of ~ is (x, x, x) 
or (a, oo) where x has order 3 and a has order 2. These orbits have size ~[GI and 
1 [G[ respectively. Lemma 1.1 of [4] gives necessary and sufficient conditions on 
for ~ to be a 2-(v, 3, ,~) design. The elements of ~ are called triples as they 
induce G-orbits of triples of ~ in the natural way. In the case )~ = 2, Lemma 1.1 
of [4] states the following. If x e G # has order different from 2 or 3, +x occurs 
exactly twice in triples of ~.  If x has order 2, x occurs either once in triples of 
O 5el(G ) or exactly twice in triples of ~ N 5t'z(G ). If x has order 3, +x occurs 2, 
4, or 6 times in triples of ~;  if +x occurs 4 times, one triple is equivalent o 
(x, x, x), and if +x occurs 6 times, two tuples are equivalent o (x, x, x). Also 
O 0°2(G) has either one triple (a, ~) when a has order not 2 or two triples 
(ai, oo) with ai of order 2. When these conditions are satisfied, ~ is called a 
predesign. This result is frequently referred to in Sections 4 and 5. 
The following constructions are given in [4]. The realization of ~,  denoted 
[~] , ,  is obtained by forming a 2-simplex for each block with vertices labeled 
according to the block entries and then identifying all vertices with common 
labels and edges with common end labels. We do not identify interior points of 
the 2-simplices. The realization of ~,  denoted [~] , ,  is obtained by forming an 
oriented 2-simplex for each B e ~ as follows. If B = (x, y, z), the vertices vl, v2, 
v3 of the associated 2-simplex are labeled 1 and the oriented edges from vl to v2, 
v2 to v3, v3 to va are labeled x, y, z respectively. If B = (a, oo) the vertices Vl, v2, 
v3 are labeled 1, 1, oo respectively, the oriented edge from 131 to 132 is labeled a, 
and the oriented edges from v3 to vl and v3 to v2 are both labeled ~. We form 
[~] ,  by identifying all vertices with the same label and all edges with the same 
edge and endpoint labels. Also an oriented edge from Vl to v2 labeled g is 
identified with an oriented edge from v2 to 131 labeled -g.  An edge labeled with 
an element of order 2 with both endpoints labeled the same is identified with 
itself using the opposite orientation. The interior points of the simplices 
corresponding to (a, oo) where a has order 2 are also identified as in [4], but this 
case will not arise in this paper. Under this circumstance, [~] ,  and [~] ,  are 
CW -complexes. 
If X= [~] ,  or [~] , ,  form P(X), the pull apart of X, by forming a small 
connected neighborhood N of each vertex x ('small' meaning one contained in the 
interior of the union of all cells containing x) and adding a vertex for each 
component of the deleted neighborhood N-  {x}. Let [~1] = P ( [~] , )  and [~] = 
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P([~], ) .  In the case 3. = 2, [~] and [~] are 2-manifolds and [~] ,  and [~],  are 
generalized pseudosurfaces (see [11]). Also note that there is a continuous map 
Px: P(X)-->X. We use the convention that if v •X  is a vertex, 11' •pxZ(v) is 
given the same label as v. If l • [~] ,  is an oriented edge, -1 p[~l,(l) is given the 
same label as I. 
The G-action on ~ in a natural manner induces a G-action on [~] ,  and [~]. 
(See proof of Lemma 2.3 of [4].) These G-actions on [~],  and [~] have [~],  and 
[~] as orbit spaces. The diagram 
commutes where p and p ,  are the orbit maps. See [4] for details. 
Also if 9 is an automorphism of ~, @ extends naturally to cell preserving 
homeomorphisms [9],:  [~] , - *  [~] ,  and [9]: [~]---> [~] such that 
pI,,., 
l,,l It,,. 
,,,L, 
commutes. See [3] and [4] for details. 
The following result is useful in the cases we will consider and its proof is 
obvious. 
Lemma 2.1. Let f~: X---> Y with i = 1, 2 be cell preserving homeomorphisms, 
where X and Y are triangulated connected 2-manifolds with a finite number of 
vertices. Let vl, V2, 113 be the vertices of a triangle in X. If  fl(11j)=f2(11j) for 
] = 1, 2, 3, then fl(v) =A(v) for all vertices v in X. 
Let ~ = p~],(oo) and g2 =p(~) .  Let C be a component of [~] and x a vertex 
of C - g2. Define G(C) as the sum of labels of edges forming loops based at x and 
not intersecting 2. Traversing an edge of order 2 counts the label only once even 
though technically the edge is traversed twice. Clearly G(C) is independent of x 
and is a subgroup of G. If x • C fq £2, Bx, called the branch group of x, is the sum 
of labels of edges forming loops based at x with edges from 2-cells containing x. 
(Note that o~- o~- 0.) Bx is a subgroup of G(C). 
The group and set theoretic terminology is standard. The number of elements 
in a set and the order of a group element are denoted by [-1. S, and A,  denote the 
symmetric and alternating roups on n elements respectively. Zn is the cyclic 
group of order n. A D< B is the semidirect product of B extended by A. Other 
group theoretic terms are found in [7] as well as relevant material on Frobenius 
groups used in Section 4. 
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3. The case T" = G 
In this section ~ = G, a finite abelian group. Let ~ be the automorphism 
group of a 2-(v, 3, 2) design ~ induced from ~. G is imbedded naturally in ~t. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose ~ is a 2-(v, 3, 2) design induced from ~ and there is a 
component C ~ [~] with G(C)= G. Let d l , . . . ,  dk be the distinct degrees of 
vertices in C which occur at m~, . . . ,  mk vertices respectively. Let M= 
min{dimi I 1 <~ i <- k}. Let p: [~]---> [~] be the orbit map with p-~(C) cellularly 
homeomorphic to N components of [~]. Then Ial ~ 2 Ial MN. 
Proof. By Sections 2 and 3 of [4], p is a covering projection on small 
neighborhoods of vertices in [~]. Suppose M occurs at i = i0. Then X =p- l (C)  is 
a connected triangulated 2-manifold with I Glmio vertices of degree dio and X has 
its vertices labeled with all the elements of G by Lemma 3.2 of [4]. Let 
X = X1 , . . . ,  XN be the components of [~] cellularly homeomorphic to X. Let 
vl, v2, v3 be vertices of a triangle in X with the degree of v~ being dio. Let q~ • ~¢. 
Then [q~](X) = X/for some i and X~ has IGI mio vertices of degree d~ o. Thus there 
are IGI mio N choices for [q~](vl). As v2 is joined to vl by an edge, once [q~](vl) is 
determined there are dio choices for [~](v2). As [q,](vl), [~](v2), [~b](v3) are the 
vertices of a triangle in X/, which is a 2-manifold, once [q~](vl), [~](v2) are 
determined, there are 2 choices for [q~](v3). Theresult follows by Lemma 2.1 as 
G is the vertex label set for X. [] 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose ~ is a 2-(0, 3, 2) design induced from ~ and there is a 
component C = [~] with G(C) = G. Then Ial <~ I~142 Ial(Ial- 1). 
Proof. Using the notation of the previous proof, we need only show diomioN<~ 
Ia l -  1. x, has Ial mio vertices of degree di0. By Lemma 3.2 of [4], if a and d are 
the number of vertices of [~] and [~] respectively of degree dio, d = IG[ d. So 
diomioN is at most d~od; but d~od is at most the total degree of the vertices of [~] 
which is [G I -  1, because very edge labeled by an element of order not 2 both 
leaves and enters a vertex while an edge labeled by an element of order 2 only 
leaves one vertex. [] 
We examine the case G = Zp where p is a prime. Let Oa, b: Zp ~ Zp, where a ~ 0 
and aa,b(x) = ax + b. Let T= {aO,b Ib • Zp} and M= {Oa, O l a • Z~p }. In Sp, MTis 
the normalizer of T. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose ~ is a 2-(v, 3, 2) design induced from ~ with group action 
Zp, p a prime. If  there is a component C ~_ [~] with G(C)= Zp, then T ~ ~t c_ 
MT. 
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Proof. This follows from the previous result and Lemma 4.7 of [3]. 
This result generalizes Corollary 4.8 of [3]. 
[] 
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4. The case T" = {~} n Z~ 
In this section, o//.= {~} U Zn. Let s¢ be the automorphism group of a 
2-(v, 3, 2) design ~ induced from ~3. Theorem 4.13 classifies the automorphism 
groups of such designs which also satisfy: 
Hypothesis A. If {o% x, y} • ~, then x -y  generates Zn. 
The next section shows that such designs exist if and only if n = 0, 2 (mod 3) 
and 4 ~" n. In the process of proving Theorem 4.13 it is helpful to look at designs 
which satisfy another condition, stated later as Hypothesis B. Designs which 
satisfy Hypothesis B are classified in Theorem 4.10. 
In the conclusion of Theorem 4.13, the following four examples arise. 
Example 1. n = 2; ~ = {(o% 0, 1}, {oo, 0, 1}}. Then ~ = $3. 
Example 2. n = 3; ~ = {(1, ~), (1, 1, 1)}. Then s¢ = $4. 
Example 3. n = 5; ~ = {(1, oo), (1, 2, 2)}. Then 
= ((~, 0)(2, 3), (0, 1, 2, 3, 4)) --A5. 
Example 4. n = 6; ~ = {(1, ~), (1, 2, 3), (2, 2, 2)}. Then 
~= ((oo, 0,2, 1, 4, 5, 3), (0, 1,2,3, 4, 5)) =Z6~< ZT. 
Up to isomorphism these are the only designs with n ~< 7 satisfying Hypothesis A. 
Let ~= be the stabilizer of ~ in ~. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose s¢ ~ sg=, ~ satisfies Hypothesis A, and n > 2. Then [~] and 
--1 O0 [~3] each have a single component. Also [~3] has only two vertices: PPt~I.( ) has 
degree 1 and there is one noninfinity vertex of degree n. [~] has only vertices of 
degree n and G([~3])= Zn. 
Proof. Let X be the 2-simplex associated to {oo, x, y} in [~].  and let C be the 
component of [~] containing -1 ppt~].(X), which is the cone in Fig. 1. This implies 
that G(C) = Bx = Z,,, where x = pp~-~l.(~). Also, x has degree 1. By Theorem 3.1 
- -1  O0 of [4] and its proof Pill.( ) has degree n and the degrees of all other vertices y of 
[~] are the same as the degrees ofp(y) in [~]. The total degree of the vertices of 
[~] is n + 1 as every edge labeled by an element of order 2 leaves only one vertex 
- -1  00 and all other edges both leave and enter a vertex. If @ • ~ - M®, [~]P/~I.( ) is a 
noninfinity vertex of degree n and hence [~] has a vertex of degree n. The result 
now follows, using Lemma 3.2 of [4]. [] 
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1 
pp~].(~) ._.-c7~.__ ~ x - y 
Fig. 1 
Let Z, = (~g [ g ~ Z,}, where rg(z) = z + g for all z e Z,. Note Z, _~ ~¢®. Let 
/~: T'---~ °V where ~(z) = -z  for all z e Z, and #@) = ~. 
Lemma 4.2. Under Hypothesis A and n > 2, ~ = Z, or (Z,,, tz ). 
Proof. Let ~ 'e  ~t=, where t~'(0)=g. Let qb = r_g~'. So qb(0)=0. We are 
finished if ~ = 1 or/z. Suppose ~ =/= 1. Note that {~, 0, a} is a block of ~ where 
Z,, = (a). Let C be the component of [N] containing ppUdI.(X) where X is the 
2-simplex associated to {~, 0, a}. As in Lemma 4.1, G(C) = Z,; so p- l (C)  is a 
triangulated connected 2-manifold (see Lemma 3.2 of [4]) with its vertices labeled 
by all of {~} t_J Z,. By Lemma 2.1, ~ is determined once we know ~(a). If 
q~(a) = a, ~ must be the identity. As {~, 0, +a} are the only blocks containing 
{c¢, 0}, ¢ (a )= +a. So assume q~(a)=-a.  Similarly, t~2(a)= +a. If ~2(a)=-a ,  
then q~(a) = a, a contradiction. So 4 2 must be the identity and hence ¢( -a )  = a. 
Suppose #p(ta) = - ta  for all t with 1 <~ t < s ~< in. So #p(-ta) = ta. Consider 
q~({oo, ( s -  1)a, sa})= {o% - (s -  1)a, q~(sa)}. So q~(sa) = - ( s -  1)a : i :a= -sa or 
(2 - s)a. If s = 2, as dp(sa) #f O, ~p(sa) = -sa. If s > 2, q~((s - 2)a) = (2 - s)a 
implying ¢(sa)=-sa .  By induction, q~ =/~. [] 
Lemma 4.3. Under Hypothesis A, if n > 2, 
following holds: 
(a~ n is even; 
(b) n > 6 is odd and ~ ~ ~.  
then s¢= = Z,, when either of the 
Proof. Suppose /u ~¢=.  Let (a, ~), (a, b, c) be triples of ~ where Z, = (a). 
Then l t ({O,a ,a+b})={O, -a , -a -b}e~.  So {O, -a , -a -b}={z ,z+ 
a, z + a + b} as by Lemma 1.1 of [4] blocks with a difference of +a arise only 
from (a, ~) and (a, b, c). If z = 0, either a = -a  implying n = 2, or a = -a  -b .  
So b =-2a  and c = a. But then a occurs three times in the blocks of ~,  a 
contradiction to Lemma 1.1 of [4] unless [al = n = 3. If z =-a ,  then a =-2b ,  
which cannot generate Z, when n is even. If z = -a  and n is odd and M # M=, 
then a=-2b  and c=b.  But then if Y is the realization of {( -2b,~) ,  
( -2b,  b, b)} in [~], Y is a complete component of [~], using Lemma 1.1 of [4], 
which 
again 
proof 
implies n = 3 or 5 by Lemma 4.1. Finally if z = -a -  b, then a = b and 
a occurs three times implying n = 3. (The cases n = 2, 3, 5 arising in this 
lead to Examples 1, 2, 3.) [] 
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Lemma 4.4. Under Hypothesis A,  let n >I 6 and M ~ Moo. Then M is Frobenius of 
order n(n +1) with kernel K of order n +1 and complement Moo=2n. 
Furthermore, K is an elementary abelian q-group where q is prime. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, M~ = Zn. Let v e M fixing one point. Then v is conjugate 
to an element of M~ as M is certainly doubly transitive of order n(n + 1). Then v 
fixes only one point or • = 1. Hence M is Frobenius. Let K be the Frobenius 
kernel of order n + 1. By Chapter 2, Theorem 7.6 of [7], if k e K #, n = [M: K[ ~< 
[M: C~(k)[ as C~(k)~_K. As K <~ M and [K [=n+l ,  k has at most n 
conjugates. So [M: C~(k)[ ~<n. Thus, C~(k)=K and all elements of K ~ are 
conjugate and hence of equal prime order. As C~(k)= K for all k e K #, K is 
abelian. The result follows. [] 
We study the situation arising in the conclusion of Lemma 4.4. In this case, 
M = (v) t~ K where (v) has order n = qb _ 1; elements of (v)# act fixed point 
freely on K # (by Chapter 2, Theorem 7.6 of [7]), and K is elementary abelian of 
order qb. By Chapter 2, Theorem 6.1 of [7], 1: is linear on K. 
Lemma 4.5. For any k e K #, {k, v(k), . .. , vb-l(k)} is a basis of K over Zq. 
Proof. As (v) # acts fixed point freely on K #, K #= {k, v (k ) , . . . ,  lrqb-2(k)}. 
Suppose vi(k) e span{k, l : (k ) , . . . ,  l:i-l(k)}. Inductively Tt+i(k) E span{k, v(k), 
. . . ,  zi-l(k)} and so K c span{k, z(k), . . . , / : i - l (k)}.  The result follows. [] 
Corollary 4.6. For any k eK  # and any P(X)eZq[X] with P (X)~O and 
P(v)(k) = 0, degP(X)>~b. 
Proof. If deg P(X) < b, {k, v (k ) , . . . ,  vb-l(k)} is linearly dependent, con- 
tradicting Lemma 4.5. [] 
Lemma 4.7. There exists a monic polynomial P(X) e Zq[X] of degree b such that 
P(~)(k) = 0 for all k e K. P(X) is irreducible over Zq and divides X q~-I - 1. 
Proof. Let k' e K #. By Lemma 4.5, vb(k ') = cok' + cl~(k') +" • • + Cb-l~b-l(k'). 
Let P (X)=X b -cb_zX  b-1 . . . . .  c lX -co .  Then P(v)(k')=O. So 0= 
viP(v)(k ') = P(z)('ci(k')) implying P(v)(k)= 0 for all k e K by Lemma 4.5 and 
linearity. Suppose P(X) = Q(X)R(X),  where Q, R e Zq[X] and deg Q, deg R < 
b. Then O=P(v)(k ' )=Q(v)(g(z) (k ' ) ) .  By Corollary 4.6, g ($ ) (k ' )=0 as 
deg Q < b and hence R - 0 or deg R I> b, a contradiction. So P(X) is irreducible. 
By Corollary 4.6 and the division algorithm, P(X) divides X qb-~ - 1. [] 
Let F=Zq(~)  by the field of order qb where ~ is a root of P(X), the 
polynomial of Lemma 4.7. 
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Lemma 4.8. Fix k e K #. Let or: F---> K where it(Co + Clt +" • • + Cb-lt b-~) = 
cok +c lv (k )+ ' "+Cb_ lvb- l (k )  for cieZq. Then a(t(Co+Clt +"  "+ 
= V(cok + +. . .  + 
Proof. Note that o is well-defined and linear over Zq as {1, t , . . . ,  t b-l} is a 
basis of F over Zq. The result follows by linearity of v along with P(v) = 0 and 
P(t )  = 0. [] 
Corollary 4.9. t is primitive. 
Proof. Suppose t has order t. Then 0 4 k = a(1) = o ' ( t  t°  1) = vt(k). So v t fixes k 
and hence ~.t = 1. ThUS t = qb __ 1. [] 
Consider the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis B. ~ is a 2-(n + 1, 3, 2) design induced from ~ with o/: = {~} U Zn 
containing Zn D< K in its automorphism group. 
If ) satisfies Hypothesis A with n t> 6 and ~t 4 M~, ) satisfies Hypothesis B by 
Lemma 4.4. 
Suppose ~ satisfies Hypothesis B induced from ~ with the group action of Zn. 
Now {~} t3 Z~ can be identified with K = {0, k, v (k ) , . . . ,  zqb-2(k)} by ~0 
and i<--)¢(k); the action of vi on K is compatible with the action of Zn on 
{~} t-JZn. By Lemma 4.8 and Corollary 4.9, K can be identified with F= 
{0, t °, t l , . . . ,  tq~-2}, where 0<-->0 and 7:i(k)<">t i, the action of r on K is 
compatible with multiplication by t in F. Therefore, there is a predesign ~ with 
group action (F, +)  such that ~ = ~, where ~ is obtained from ~ by addition 
under F. Also multiplication by t is an automorphism of ~ and as multiplication 
by t preserves differences in F, multiplication by t permutes the triples of ~. The 
next theorem determines ~ and hence classifies all 2 -  (n + 1, 3, 2) designs 
satisfying Hypothesis B. 
Theorem 4.10. Let ~ satisfy Hypothesis B with ~ = ~, where ~ is the predesign 
with the group action ( F, + ). Then 
(a) ~= (( t  t, t t+m, t t+2m) [O<<-t<~m - 1}, with m=~(q b -  1) when char F¢  3, 
or 
(b) ~ = ( ( t  t, t t, t t) [ 0 ~ t < qb -- 1} when char F = 3. 
Proof. Suppose (1, t i, ~)e  ~. Then (t  -g, 1, t j-i) and (t  -j, t i-j, 1) or their 
equivalent forms are in ~. Unless t i= ~/= 1 and char F = 3, by Lemma 1.1 of 
[4], + 1 occurs in exactly two triples in ~. So two of 
(1, t i, ~), ( t  -i, 1, ~/-i), (t- i ,  ti-j, 1) are equivalent. If the first two are equiv- 
alent, then t '=~-~ and ~=t  -i yielding j - i= - i  (mod(q b - l ) )  and j -  
- i  (mod(q b- 1)). This gives 3i-=0(mod(q b - 1)) and j -  - i  (mod(q b- 1)). 
Taking any other pair to be equivalent gives exactly the same congruences. There 
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are two cases: 
Case 1. i~0(mod(q  b -  1)). 
Then 3 I qb _ 1 (and q ~ 3). Let m = ½(qb _ 1). Then i = +m. Replacing ~ by 
~-1, we assume i = m. So (1, ~m, ~2m) • ~. Also ~ contains, by multiplying by ~, 
triples equivalent o (~t, ~,+,,,, ~,+2m) where 0 ~< t ~< m-  1 as none of these are 
pairwise equivalent. Each element of F # occurs exactly once in this list and by 
Lemma 1.1 of [4], ~ is as in (a). 
Case 2. i -0 (mod(q  b -  1)). 
Then j=0(mod(q  b - l ) )  and (1 ,1 ,1 )•~.  Thus charF=q=3.  
(~i, ~, ~k)• ~ has two distinct entries, we reduce to Case 1 and char F:/: 3, 
contradiction. Again by Lemma 1.1 of [4], ~ is as in (b). 
We remark that ~ of Theorem 4.10(a) is G0 constructed in Section 5 of [3]. 
If 
a 
Lemma 4.11. Under Hypothesis A,  let n >>- 6 and M #f M®. Then, n = 6 and ~ is 
the design of Example 4. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4., ~ satisfies Hypothesis B. By Theorem 4.10, ~= ~, 
where ~ is as in that theorem. By Lemma 4.1, [~]=[~]  has only one 
component; hence [~] has only one component. If ~ is as in Theorem 4.10(a), 
[~] has m components if char F =2 and lm components if char F=/=2, by 
inspection. So [~] has one component only when IFI = n + 1 = 4 (which yields 
Example 2) and IF[ = n + 1 = 7 (which yields Example 4). If ~ is as in Theorem 
4.10(b), [~] has one component only when = 2; so IFl=n + 1= 3 (which 
yields Example 1). [] 
Lemma 4.12. Under Hypothesis A if # is an automorphism, and n > 3 is odd, 
then n = 5 (mod 6) and 
k 
= {(a, ~), ( -a ,  ½a, ½a)} (3 (,_J {(xi, Yi, zi), ( -x i ,  -Yi, -z i)},  
i=1 
where k = ~(n - 5), Zn = ( a ), and 
{+a, +½a, +xl, +Yl, +Z l , . . . ,  :l:Xk, +Yk, "4-Zk} = Z~n. 
Proof. As # preserves differences, # permutes the triples of ~. We note that as n 
is odd, (x, y, z) and #(x, y, z) = ( -x ,  -y ,  - z )  are equivalent precisely when two 
of x, y, z are equal. 
Suppose (a, oo) e ~,  where Zn = (a).  As n > 3, by Lemma 1.1 of [4], +a occurs 
exactly once in another triple of ~,  say T = ( -a ,  x, y). So #(T) and T are 
equivalent yielding x = y = la. 
Suppose T = (x, y, z) e ~,  x, y, z ~ { +a, +½a}, and x, y, z distinct. Then 
#(T) = ( -x ,  -y ,  - z )  e ~ as #(T) is not equivalent o T. 
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Suppose T = (x, x, y) e ~,  x, y ~ {+a, -l-la} with x 4:Y- Then there is T' = 
(y, z, w) e ~ with z, w ~ {+x, +y)  by Lemma 1.1 of [4]. If z = w, then z = w = x, 
a contradiction. But then T, T',  and /~(T') are not equivalent but contain +y 
three times, a contradiction to Lemma 1.1. of [4]. 
Suppose T = (x, x, x) e ~. Hence Ix[ = 3. Then there is T' = (x, y, z) e ~. If 
y ~ z, T, T', and ~(T ' )  contradict Lemma 1.1 of [4]. So y = z, which implies 
x =y  = z also. Thus ~ contains 2 copies of (x, x, x) and +x cannot occur again. 
As these are the only elements of order 3 in Zn, either ~ is as described in the 
statement of this lemma or ~ is as described with k =-~(n-  7) and (x, x, x), 
(x, x, x) also contained in ~. But 3 [ n and 6 [ n - 7 are incompatible. [] 
If ~ is as in Lemma 4.12, [~]  is a sphere and ~(n -5 )  tori. The next section 
shows that a 2-(n + 1, 3, 2) design satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 4.12 exists 
if and only if n --- 5 (mod 6) and n ~ 11. 
We now state the classification of the automorphism groups for designs 
satisfying Hypothesis A. 
Theorem 4.13. Let ~ be a 2-(v, 3, 2) design induced from ~, where °V = {oo} tO 
Z,, which satisfies Hypothesis A. Then the automorphism group of ~ is: 
(a) $3 i /n=2,  
(b) S4 if n= 3, 
(c) As / f  n = 5, 
(d) Z6xZ7 i fn=6,  
(e) Z,, if n ~ 8, or 
(f) (Z,,  #)  if n = 5 (mod 6), n > 5, and if3 is as in Lemma 4.12. 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 4.2, 4.11, and 4.12. [] 
Corollary 4.14. Let ~ be a 2-(p + 1, 3, 2) design on {oo} tO Zp induced from ~, 
where p is a prime. Then the automorphism group of ~ is: 
(a) $3 if p = 2, 
(b) S, if p= 3, 
(c) A5 if p = 5, 
(d) Zp if p >I 11, or 
(e) ( ;2n, !~ ) if p -= 5 (mod 6), p > 5, and ~ is as in Lemma 4.12. 
Proof. Every nonzero element of Zp generates Zp giving Hypothesis A 
automatically. [] 
5. Existence of the designs from Section 4 
In this section, we show that designs which satisfy Hypothesis A exist if and 
only if n -= 0, 2 (rood 3) and 4 ~- n. We also prove that designs exist satisfying the 
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conclusion of Lemma 4.12 if and only if n = 5 (mod 6) and n =/= 11. Note that a 
2-(n + 1, 3, 2) design exists if and only if n = 0, 2 (mod 3). (See [8] and [9].) By 
[5] general 2-(n + 1, 3, 2) designs on {~} U Zn induced by Z,, exist if and only if 
n ~ 0, 2 (mod 3) but the construction given there does not verify our results. 
To satisfy Hypothesis A, 4-~n as follows. Suppose 4in. A triple (x, y, z) 
contains an even number of odd entries as n is even. Also N M .9°2(Z,) = {(a, ~)} 
where a is odd. But by Lemma 1.1 of [4], since In is even, when b is odd, +b 
occurs an even number of times, which is a contradiction. 
We list eight cases which verify the existence of designs satisfying Hypothesis 
A. The last four cases exhibit designs satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 4.12. 
Here +(a, b, c) means (a, b, c) and ( -a ,  -b  - c). 
Case 1. n = 12s + 2. If s I> 2, let 
= {(2t, 3s + 1 - t, - (3s  + 1 + t)) where 1 <~ t ~<s - 1 twice, 
(2t + 1, 5s - t, - (5s + 1 + t)) where 0 <~ t ~< s - 2, 
(2t + 1, 5s + 1 - t, - (5s + 2 + t)) where 1 ~ t ~< s - 2, 
(2s -  1, 4s + 1 , -6s ) ,  (2s - 1, 4s + 2, 6s + 1), (2s, 2s + 1, - (4s  + 1)), 
(2s, 3s + 1, - (5s  + 1)), (2s + 1, 3s + 1, - (5s  + 2)), (1, ~)}. 
If n = 14, let 9~ = {(2, 3, -5 ) ,  (2, 4, -6) ,  (1, 5, -6) ,  (3, 4, -7 ) ,  (1, ~)}. 
If n = 2, let ~a = {(1, ~), (1, ~)}. 
Case 2. n = 12s + 3. If s >/2, let 
~a = {(2t, 3s + 1 - t, - (3s  + 1 + t)) where 1 ~< t ~< s - 1 twice, 
(2t + 1, 5s + 1 - t, - (5s  + 2 + t)) where 1 ~< t ~<s - 1 twice, 
(1, 5s + 1, - (5s  + 2)), (2s, 2s + 1, - (as  + 1)), 
(2s, 3s + 1, - (5s  + 1)), (2s + 1, 3s + 1, - (5s  + 2)), 
(4s + 1, 4s + 1, 4s + 1), (1, ~)}. 
If n = 15, let ~a = {(1, 6, -7) ,  (2, 4, -6 ) ,  (3, 4, -7) ,  (2, 3, -5 ) ,  (5, 5, 5), (1, ~)}. 
If n = 3, let N = {(1, 1, 1), (1, ~)}. 
Case 3. n = 12s + 6. If s >i 1, let 
~ = {(2t, 3s + 1 
(2t, 5s + 2 
(2t + 1, 5s 
(2t + 1, 
(2s + 1, 
(4s + 2, 
ff n = 6, let ~ = {(1, 
- t, - (3s + 1 + t)) where 1 ~< t ~< s, 
- t, - (5s + 2 + t)) where 1 <~ t ~< s, 
+ 2 - t, - (5s  + 3 + t)) where 0 ~< t <~s - 1, 
3s + 1 - t, - (3s + 2 + t)) where 1 ~< t ~ s - 1, 
3s + 1, - (5s  + 2)), (3s + 1, 3s + 2, 0s + 3), 
4s + 2, 4s + 2), (1, ~)}. 
2, -3 ) ,  (2, 2, 2), (1, ~)}. 
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Case 4. n = 12s + 9. If s 1> 1, let 
= {(2t, 3s + 2 - t, - (3s  + 2 + t)) where 1 ~< t ~ s twice, 
(2t + 1, 5s + 3 - t, - (5s + 4 + t)) where 1 <~ t ~< s - 1, 
(2t + 1, 5s + 4 - t, - (5s + 5 + t)) where 0 <~ t ~< s - 1, 
(2s + 1, 3s + 2, - (5s  + 3)), (2s + 1, 4s + 4, 6s + 4), 
(3s + 2, 4s + 3, 5s + 4), (4s + 3, 4s + 3, 4s + 3), (1, oo)}. 
If n =9,  let N = {(1, 3 , -4 ) ,  (2 ,2 , -4 ) ,  (3, 3, 3), (1, oo)}. 
Case 5. n = 24s + 5. If s >~ 1, let 
N= {+(2t, 10s + l - t ,  - (10s + l+t ) )  where l<~t~s ,  
+(2s + 2t, 9s + l - t ,  - (11s + l+t ) )  where l ~ t <-s - 1, 
+ (2t + 1, 6s - t, - (6s  + 1 + t)) where 1 ~< t ~< s - 1, 
+(2s + 2t + 1, 5s - t, - (7s  + 1 + t)) where 1 ~< t ~< s - 1, 
+(2s + 1, 6s, - (8s  + 1)), +(4s, 6s + 1, - ( lOs + 1)), 
+(5s, 7s + 1, - (12s + 1)), ( -1 ,  - (12s + 2), - (12s + 2)), (1, ~)}. 
= {(1, 2, 2), (1, o~)}. If n = 5, let 
Case 6. n = 24s + 11. If s >/2, let 
= {+(2t, 10s + 2 - t, - (10s + 2 + t)) where 1 <~ t <-s, 
rk(2s + 2t, 9s + 2 - t, - (11s + 2 + t)) where 1 ~< t ~< s - 1, 
+ (2t + 1, 
+(2s + 2t 
-I-(1, 4s -  
+(4s + 1, 
+ (5s + 1, 
+(6s +2,  
6s + 1 - t, - (6s + 2 + t)) where 2 ~< t <~ s - 1, 
+ 1, 5s + 1 - t, - (7s + 2 + t)) where 1 <~ t ~ s - 2, 
1, -4s) ,  +(2s + 1, 6s + 1, - (8s  + 2)), 
8s + 1, - (12s + 2)), +(4s + 2, 6s, - ( lOs + 2)), 
7s + 2, - (12s + 3)), 
6s + 3, - (12s + 5)), ( -3 ,  - (12s + 4), - (12s + 4)), (3, oo)} 
If n = 35, let 
~= {-t-(2, 14, -16) ,  +(3, 5, -8 ) ,  5=(4, 7, -11),  +(6, 9, -15) ,  
+(10, 12, 13), ( -1 ,  -17,  -17) ,  (1, ~)}. 
When n = 11, it is easy to verify that no design satisfying the conclusion of 
Lemma 4.12 exists, but if n - 11, ~ = {(1, 4, -5) ,  (2, 2, -4) ,  (3, 3, 5), (1, oo)} 
satisfies Hypothesis A. 
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Case 7. 
If n = 41, let 
n = 24s + 17. If s I> 2, let 
= {+(2t, lOs + 5 - t, - ( lOs + 5 + t)) where 1 ~< t ~<s, 
-l-(2s + 2t, 9s + 5 - t, - ( l l s  + 5 + t)) where 1 ~< t <~ s, 
+ 1, 6s + 4 - t, - (6s + 5 + t)) where 2 ~< t <~ s - 1, 5:(2t 
+(2s + 2t 
+(1, 4s + 
+(4s + 1, 
+(6s +5, 
+ 1, 5s + 4 - t, - (7s  + 5 + t)) where 1 ~< t ~< s - 1, 
3, - (4s + 4)), +(2s + 1, as + 2, - (6s + 3)), 
6s + 4, -(10s + 5)), +(5s + 4, 7s + 5, 12s + 8), 
6s + 6, 12s + 6), ( -3 ,  -(12s + 7), -(12s + 7)), (3, oo)}. 
~= {,1,(2, 3, -5) ,  ,1,(4, 14, -18),  ,1,(6, 9, -15), ,1,(7, 10, -17), 
• 1,(8, 11, -19) ,  ,1,(12, 13, 16), ( -1 ,  -20 , -20) ,  (1, oo)). 
If n = 17, let ~= {,1,(2, 3, -5) ,  ,1,(4, 6, 7), ( -1 ,  -8 ,  -8) ,  (1, oo)}. 
Case 8. n = 24s + 23. If s t> 2, let 
~= {+(2t, 6s +6- t ,  - (6s + 6 + t)) where 2<~t<~s, 
-1, (2s + 2t, 5s + 6 - t, - (7s + 6 + t)) where 2 ~ t ~< s, 
+(2t + 1, lOs + 8 - t, - ( lOs + 9 + t)) where 2<-t<~s - 1, 
+(2s +2t+ 1, 9s +8- t ,  - ( l l s  +9+t) )  where O<~t~s-  1, 
• 1,(1, lOs + 7, -( lOs + 8)), -1,(2, 4s + 3, - (as  + 5)), 
+(2s + 2, 6s + 5, - (8s + 7)), +(as + 1, 8s + 8, -(12s + 9)), 
+(4s + 2, 6s + 7, -( lOs + 9)), +(4s + 4, 6s + 6, -( lOs + 10)), 
+(5s + 5, 7s + 7, 12s + 11), ( -3 ,  -(12s + 10), -(12s + 10)), (3, oo)} 
If n = 47, let 
N= {+(2, 17, -19),  +(3, 18, -21),  +(4, 6, -10), +(5, 9, -14),  
+(7, 8, -15),  +(11, 16, 20), +(12, 13, 22), ( -1 ,  -23,  -23),  (1, oo)}, 
If n = 23, let 
N= {+(2, 7, -9) ,  +(3, 5, -8) ,  ,1,(4, 6, -10), ( -1 ,  -11, -11),  (1, oo)}. 
In cases 5-8, if one (x, y, z), where x, y, z are distinct, is replaced by (x, z, y), 
the corresponding design has automorphism group Z,. 
6. Conclusion 
One implication of the results in this paper is that in certain circumstances the 
topology of the design, which is an invariant of the design, is strong enough to 
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predict another invariant of the design, the automorphism group. The degree 
sequence and other invariants of the labelled 2-skeleton of [~] can be used to 
help distinguish these designs. (See [3] and [4].) 
Theorem 4.10 describes precisely the designs that satisfy Hypothesis B. One 
might ask what the full automorphism groups of these designs are. That is 
answered in [2] in the cases char F=q: / :2 ,  3. When q -1  (mod3), the 
automorphism group of ) is GL(b, q) ~ F. When q = 2 (mod 3) and q :~ 2, the 
automorphism group of ~ is (GL(lb, q2), GaI(F/Zq))t~ F, a group of order 
2q b- [GL(½b, q2)l. 
The result of Theorem 3.3 determines the automorphism group of cyclic 
2-(p, 3, 2) designs ~ induced from ~ where p is a prime, except when all 
components C~ [~] have G(C)= {0}. The author's experience obtained by 
examining such designs for small values of p indicates that this is a relative rarity. 
An open question is to ask how rare is this and what further can be said about 
or [~] in this restricted circumstance? 
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